Hostel Experiences in Malaysia
Hello.
Thank you for agreeing to take part in my PhD
research. This survey has been designed to find out
about your personal experience of staying in hostels
during your current trip to Malaysia.
There are no right or wrong answers so please provide
answers that best reflect your opinion. I would like to
assure you that any information you choose to tell me
will be treated as confidential and your identity will be
kept anonymous.
This survey will take about 10 minutes to complete and
participation in this research is completely voluntary.
You have the right to withdraw at any time or refuse to
participate entirely. Completion of the questionnaire
will be taken as evidence of consent to participate in
this study.
If you have any questions, I would be happy to explain
the research in more detail. I could be contacted at
+60 (0)164403055 or j.rashidradha@surrey.ac.uk.
I hope you enjoy completing the questionnaire and I
look forward to receiving your responses.
Thank you so much for your time.
Best wishes,
Jasmine Rashid Radha
PhD Researcher
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management
University of Surrey
Guildford GU2 9GB
United Kingdom
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Section One: Demographic Profile
Please tick the appropriate answer.
1. Gender
 Male
 Female
2. Age group
 17-20
 21-30
 31-40
 41-50
 Above 50
3. Nationality
 Western
 Asian
 Other ____________________
4. Education level
 High school graduate
 Undergraduate (Bachelor/Diploma)
 Postgraduate (Masters/PhD)
 No qualifications
 Other (Please specify) ____________________
5. Employment status
 Employed full-time / Self-employed
 Employed part-time
 Unemployed
 Retired
 On a career break
 Student
 Other (Please specify) ____________________
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Section Two: Trip-related Information
Please tick the appropriate answer.
1. Primary purpose of trip to Malaysia
 Leisure / vacation
 Business / work-related
 Personal matter
 Other (Please specify) ____________________
2. Travel companion. You may choose MORE THAN ONE answer.
 Spouse / partner
 Children
 Other family members
 Friends
 No one else
 Other (Please specify) ____________________
3. How long is your current trip to Malaysia?

____ days

4. How many adults are travelling with you?

____ adults

5. How many children are travelling with you?

____ children

6. How many nights are you staying in Malaysian hostel(s)?

____ nights

7. How many hostels have you stayed in within Malaysia?

____ hostels

8. How many hostels have you stayed in outside of Malaysia?

____ hostels

Section Three: Your Malaysian Hostel Experience
Please choose ONE hostel in Malaysia that you have stayed in. I would like you to think about other
guests’ behaviours (positive AND negative) and the interactions you had with them.
1. What is the name of the hostel?

____________________________

2. What is the hostel’s address or location?

____________________________

3. How many nights did you stay at the hostel?

_____ nights

4. Have you stayed at the hostel before?
 No
 Yes. If yes, how long ago was your previous stay? ____________________
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Referring to the PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED HOSTEL, please rate the extent to which you
agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The hostel was a little too
busy















Other hostel guest(s) told
me about their past
hostel experience















There is Internet
connection in all the
rooms















I shared food with other
guest(s) from the hostel















The outside of the hostel
looked well maintained















The other guest(s) in the
hostel offered me help
when I needed it















The temperature inside
the hostel was pleasant















There is Internet
connection in common
areas only (eg. dining
area, reception, lounge)















The air quality inside the
hostel was poor















The other guest(s) in the
hostel shared their travel
experience with me















The interior design of the
hostel was pleasant















The hostel did not seem
very crowded to me















The other guest(s) in the
hostel exchanged travel
information with me















The noise inside the
hostel was too loud















The interior of the hostel
was designed to my taste















Employees of the hostel
were well-groomed















Fellow guests behaved in
a pleasant manner















Employees of the hostel
were friendly















The hostel was located in
a nice area















The hostel was very
clean
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Other hostel guest(s)
usually kept to
themselves















I interacted frequently
with other hostel guest(s)















There were a lot of
guests in the hostel















The hostel had enough
computers for guests to
use.















Other hostel guest(s) had
their own circle of friends















Employees of the hostel
were consistently
courteous to me















The other guest(s) in the
hostel made my time
here more enjoyable















The hostel seemed very
spacious















The guest(s) in the hostel
were friendly towards me















I went sightseeing with
other hostel guest(s)















The hostel offered highquality Internet
connection















Fellow guests behaved in
a way that I expected
them to















Employees of the hostel
were helpful















I developed friendships
with other guest(s) I met
at the hostel















I had dinner with other
guest(s) from the hostel















It was very cramped
inside the hostel















I enjoyed spending time
with other hostel guest(s)















Employees of the hostel
treated me with respect















The other guest(s) in the
hostel had conversations
about their working life
with me















The exterior of the hostel
was appealing
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Fellow guests behaved in
a way that I did not agree
with















The other guest(s) in the
hostel had conversations
about their family with me















I enjoyed being around
other guests in the hostel















In the future, I plan to
meet up with the friend(s)
I made at the hostel















The exterior of the hostel
looked run down















Other hostel guest(s)
were not approachable















The exterior of the hostel
looked attractive















Fellow guests conducted
themselves in a manner
that I did not find
appropriate















The arrangement of the
furnishings is done right















It was easy to talk to
other hostel guest(s)















It was easy to move
around the hostel















I interacted with other
hostel guest(s)















Fellow guests behaved in
a way that I found to be
unpleasant















Section Four: Your Service Experience at the Hostel
Referring to the PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED HOSTEL, please rate the extent to which you
agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

By going to this hostel, I
got a lot for my money















Going to this hostel has
been delightful















I enjoyed spending time
at this hostel















In general, I believe
going to this hostel is
worth the cost
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I am happy with the
experiences I had at this
hostel















I am pleased with the
experiences I had at this
hostel















I believe this hostel is
generally good value















I would encourage
friends and/or relatives to
go to this hostel















I got good value by going
to this hostel















I was satisfied with my
experiences at this hostel















I would recommend this
hostel to other people















I would say positive
things about this hostel to
other people















I truly enjoyed going to
this hostel















On the whole, the
services I purchased
while at this hostel
provide excellent value















Thank you for your help in completing this questionnaire.
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END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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